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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness has not overcome it.
-John 1:5
Gordon College is a distinctly Christian liberal arts institute because it
acknowledges that learning should be guided towards a comprehensive
vision of life. The word liberal comes from the Latin root “liber,” which
means “free.” When attached to education, classical thinkers understood
this concept to imply direction. Education is not simply a utilitarian
device to be thought of within the context of work— it concerns
wholeness of being. As Christian students, we know the liberal arts are
intimately tied with cultivating a heart and mind in pursuit of Christ.
Our team chose Light in the Darkness to be the theme for our first print
publication, not to exalt ourselves as the “light”, but to express a
commitment to pursuing Christ in the midst of the pain, brokenness,
and suffering of the world. Distortions of what is good, just, and
beautiful are pervasive, whether they display themselves in the form of
ideology, institutional dysfunction, relational brokenness, bloody
conflict, or social fragmentation. In the midst of this often disconcerting
reality, the need for a Kingdom-centric vision is essential. Our eyes
must be in pursuit of what Peter calls, that “marvelous light” (1 Peter
2:9).
Any pursuit of truth must be open to civil dialogue and inquiry. One of
the most concerning trends of our time is the tendency to assert
totalizing systems of belief while simultaneously avoiding discussion of
their merits. We hope to counteract this broader cultural attitude and
foster an environment conducive to robust intellectual discussion.
While not all our authors featured in this edition agree with each other
on everything, we hold a shared commitment to pursue “whatever is
true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever
is lovely, [and] whatever is commendable” (Philippians 4:8). We
welcome you to join us in this endeavor.

LIAM SIEGLER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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"His library was a fine dark place bricked with
books, so anything could happen there and
always did. All you had to do was pull a book
from the shelf and open it and suddenly the
darkness was not so dark anymore."
Ray Bradbury, Farewell Summer
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“OUTDATED
PATRIOTISM” AND
THE WANING BELIEF
IN AMERICAN
EXCEPTIONALISM
BY CONNOR HALL

The other day I was aimlessly browsing the web
looking at movies when I stumbled upon a review
for a modern-day rendition of a Cold War-era
spy/thriller Tom Clancy novel. The subjective
synopsis given for the movie reported that
“outdated patriotic tropes'' negatively influenced
the critic’s impression. This initially took me aback
—why is patriotism, at least to this critic, now
considered outdated? Why is support for our
country becoming an increasingly unpopular
sentiment? What’s changed since the Cold War
that has prompted such a shift in attitude?
Sparking an intriguing line of inquiry within me,
these questions ultimately provided the catalyst
for the writing of this article. Needless to say, I
never anticipated I would experience a political
climate in our country where any expression of
patriotism was controversial and occasionally even
condemned. Patriotism shouldn’t be the blind
endorsement of our country regardless of the
circumstance, but an underlying desire and hope
for our success as a nation, something I feel is
becoming decreasingly prevalent in a society
plagued by cynicism and an obsessive emphasis on
failure as the sole defining attribute of any entity,
whether it be a nation or individual.

But once a closer examination is taken, the
instigators of this mindset become more and more
evident. Our generation has grown up in an era
defined by relative foreign policy failures. We’ve
essentially known nothing except perpetual
conflict in the Middle East, our inability to contain
the economic and military rise of China, and the
subsequent genesis of what looks likely to be a new
Cold War. But just prior to the turn of the century
was a period hallmarked by successful American
diplomacy, consisting of the dissolution of the
Soviet Union, the fall of the Berlin Wall and the
subsequent reunification of Germany, and the
termination and prevention of genocides in Bosnia
and Kosovo, respectively. As is common with our
polarized society, the subject of national
confidence bisects a startling percentage of the
population into two relatively distinct groups. First
are those whose nationalistic worship of America
embrace it as an inerrant, infallible, and divinelyendorsed entity that holds an inherently superior
position over the rest of the globe. On the other
side of the aisle is an increasingly large
demographic of those who view America as a
nation historically characterized by radical
oppression, imperialism, and exploitation—one
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that should never have existed and has been
nothing but detrimental to human flourishing. I
would suggest that, if relied upon exclusively,
both approaches are dangerously flawed and
potentially disastrous for the future of our
nation.
The first mindset is one I am deeply familiar
with—a form of hijacked, excessive, and arrogant
patriotism that inevitably gives way to borderline
jingoism. Frequently evident in areas of cultural
homogeneity
and
relative
isolation,
this
approach
is
often
characterized
by
an
unwavering devotion to the national cause, a
general absence of critical analysis, and a refusal
to levy criticism of any kind against the entity of
America and the values she epitomizes—what
some
may
call
“The
American
Way”.
Furthermore, I’ve noticed that this mindset is
often exacerbated by intellectual rigidity,
stubborn loyalty, or simply a lack of historical
awareness. This approach manifests itself in
foreign policy as an approach that views America
as infused with a kind of savior-complex—a
nation commissioned by the Lord to rescue the
world from its toil and whose intentions are
exclusively pure and moral. Aside from the
obviously problematic theological implications
this raises, the outcome of this mindset is
generally arrogant, ignorant, and detrimental to
exterior perspectives of our society. As will be
examined in the next section, the illusion of
American perfection is far from the truth.
The second approach is one of deep-rooted
cynicism derived from legitimate grievances. As
information has become more widely available
and our generation has become indoctrinated
with a perceived responsibility to engage in
activism, many have embarked on a crusade to
expose American inadequacy and accentuate her
failings. For instance, some may validly point to
the Vietnam War, the invasion and subsequently
failed reconstruction of Iraq, and the botched
withdrawal from Afghanistan as more recent
examples of the failures and limitations of an
overly interventionist foreign policy. This brings
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to the table a pill, at least for some, that is hardto-swallow: America is hilariously far from
perfect.
As critics of traditional American exceptionalism
point out, the moral failings of slavery, Western
expansionism, colonialism, past systemic racism,
occasionally over-zealous foreign policy, and
much more have all but irreparably tattered our
legacy.
Appropriately,
this
warrants
confrontation. Pretending our nation has been
hallmarked by nothing but righteousness and
inclusion is dangerously ignorant and insensitive
to those who have experienced massive injustices
throughout American history. As such, humility
must be an integral part of our approach.
However, obsessively dwelling on the sins of our
past and allowing them to exclusively define our
national identity is a frivolous exercise in
intellectual contempt. It reflects an intrinsically
biased and ignorant approach to the critical
analysis of America’s historical impact. As Nicole
Bibbins Sedaca remarked during her lecture at
the Thanksgiving panel recently held on campus,
“The founding principles of this nation are no
less desirable because of our past failure to live
into them.” As Sedaca also emphasized, our
founding principles remain exceptional in
nature. This isn’t in any way a detraction from
the significance of those missteps, but is merely
prioritization of them in our evaluation. Our
reminiscent tendencies cannot be selective.
I believe an important middle ground must be
reached. One that is only possible through
clarification of what exactly constitutes the
malleable concept of American exceptionalism.
Perhaps even redefining it.
The commonly asserted definition of this
concept, which has been largely responsible for
the growing hostility towards it, is one of
American superiority and righteousness. To me,
American exceptionalism is the recognition and
appreciation of our past successes, utilizing the
motivation of these to pursue future ones. But
unfortunately, concurring with our inherent
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infatuation with negativity, the magnification of
America’s successes has failed to accompany the
magnification of its failures.
At a glance, America was the pioneer of modern
democratic government and the founder of the
liberal international order—a geopolitical force
that has arguably constituted the most influential
catalyst for global betterment in human history,
waging
ideological
warfare
against
authoritarianism and promoting representative
government and human rights. The past 70 years
have seen the largest increase in democraticallygoverned nations as well as the most drastic
improvement in global living conditions and
poverty alleviation, largely thanks to the efforts
of the United States. No longer the sole hegemon
following the recent rise of China, the survival of
the United States has and will remain essential to
preserving global stability by countering the
geopolitical influence of authoritarian regimes
who seek to undermine these values. These ideas
can be condensed down into the simple belief
that the net result of America’s existence has
been positive. Our reminiscent tendencies
cannot be selective.
The concept of American exceptionalism needs
to be revived, but not the dangerous belief that
distinctly American cultural attributes are
inherently superior and desirable on the global
scale—rather that the United States as a nation is
uniquely positioned to continue being the
prominent promoter of ideals most conducive to
human
flourishing—largely
ones
that
it
introduced on the global stage, such as
representative government and basically-defined
human rights, where applicable. Our sins must
be
acknowledged
and
remembered,
but
fundamentally denying America’s positive
influence on the development of our world and
promoting overly-cynical perspectives on our
failures as the defining attribute of our national
identity will continue leading to a lethally
divided nation—the integrity of which I fear may
not endure the next major trial. As former
National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan writes in

an article for The Atlantic Magazine,
“In the wrong hands, American exceptionalism can be
a dangerous idea. It can justify too much. It can admit
too little. It can offend and alienate. But for
proponents of an engaged and effective foreign policy,
failure to own and define the idea—especially when
malevolent forces are seeking to own and define so
many national ideas—is even more dangerous.”
American exceptionalism has constituted the
driving force behind our pursuit of excellence. It
is a concept that, when viewed and pursued in
the right context, is essential to our national
identity. Frivolously jettisoning it would likely
result in an irrecoverable down-spiral of
hopelessness and despair. Void of foundational
hope, everything that has epitomized the
existence of America—her crippling failures,
monumental successes, and resounding influence
on humanity as a whole—will fade into oblivion.
America is worth our effort.
“I have seen America in contrast with many nations
and races. My profession took me into many foreign
lands under many kinds of government. I have worked
with their great spiritual leaders and their great
statesmen. I have worked in governments of free men,
of tyrannies, of Socialists and of Communists. I have
met with princes, kings, despots, and desperadoes. I
have seen the squalor of Asia, the frozen class barriers
of Europe. And I was not a tourist. I was associated in
their working lives and problems. I had to deal with
their governments. And outstanding everywhere to
these great masses of people there was a hallowed word
—America. To them, it was the hope of the world.”
- Herbert Hoover
Works Cited
Sullivan, Jake. “What Donald Trump and Dick
Cheney Got Wrong about America.” The
Atlantic, Atlantic Media Company, 13 Dec. 2018,
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2
019/01/yes-america-can-still-lead-the-wo
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WATCH YOUR
LANGUAGE!
BY THOMAS FRIEDRICH

According to tradition, Saint Polycarp was made
Bishop of Smyrna by the Apostle John, where he
dutifully served the Lord until his demise at the
hands of the Romans, as is recorded in The
Martyrdom of Polycarp. The text tells us that as he
was tried, and even as he was being led to the place
of his execution, his captors gave him a chance of
forestalling his death—all that he needed to do,
was to burn a bit of incense, and speak to them the
words Kurios Kaisar…. ‘Caesar is Lord’(Lake 312).
That’s all that had to be done! It would be so easy,
and the Romans knew this. No doubt it was with
exasperation in their voices that they urged him
“what harm is there in saying the words?” (Shrout).
To Polycarp, the answer was clear: Caesar was not
Lord, Jesus Christ was Lord. Polycarp died
affirming Kurios Christus.
Now the question is, couldn’t our friend Polycarp
just have said the words and carried on with life?
I think the answer is obvious. While it may be easy
to treat words as petty things that lack eternal
significance, God speaks otherwise: our words and
our hearts are wholly intertwined (Mat. 15:18).
Could I read aloud kurios kaisar and not render
.

myself apostate? Sure. But I do not live under
Roman rule, and neither am I on trial before
Roman magistrates. While it meant apostasy for
Polycarp, kurios kaisar is an anecdote for myself.
Thus, language is dangerous… but it depends on its
setting. Polycarp could not affirm Caesar as Lord.
Christians in the Middle East refrain from uttering
the Islamic Shahada. Richard Wurmbrand in
Eastern Europe refused to affirm that Stalinism
was compatible with Christianity. In each instance,
words which do not necessarily hold fiat power
were made significant because of the pressure to
say them in certain contexts.
It is interesting, however, that we conservatives at
times seem to be less concerned with our words
than are our pals to the Left. Some of the greatest
and most influential linguistic thinkers are
themselves leftists: think Chomsky, Derrida,
Saussure. Furthermore, the scrutiny of words
helps to shape other (left-dominated) academic
fields, such as sociology, literary criticism, and
legal studies (Shermer). Not everyone needs to be
a linguist, but I do advocate that we all learn to
notice the language we are receiving and
reproducing.
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Think of the following word examples:
· Race and Racialism – Historically synonymous
(“Racialism, N.”), re-defined in modern usage
(Schuck)
· Sex and Gender – Historically synonymous
(“Gender, N.”), re-defined in wake of sexual
revolution (World Health Organization)
· Collateral Damage – First used in the 1960’s,
applying financial language to describe civilian
deaths (Schelling)
· Ethnic Cleansing – euphemistic alternative to
‘mass-murder’ or ‘genocide’ (Saffire)
Why have these words come about, and why
have some of them been suddenly altered? Have
you thought of why the World Health
Organization adopted an unusual re-definition
of ‘sex’ and ‘gender’ from the American Journal
of Psychology? Or is there a reason our
government would prefer us to see their killing
of civilians as ‘collateral damage’?
And why should you care? The fact of the matter
is, you are being lied to. Governments and
intellectuals can and do change their language
with the expectation that you will do the same.
And while Polycarp understood the goal of the
Romans, we do not realize when we reproduce
our society’s more subtle lies. So I urge you to
follow the words of Russian writer Alexander
Solzhenitsyn—"Let the lie come into the world,
even let it triumph. But not through me.” No, it is
not a sin to distinguish sex from gender. Just as it
is not a sin to call the death of a city ‘collateral
damage,’ or to call infanticide ‘abortion’ (or even
further removed, ‘termination of a pregnancy’).
If you oppose abortion, call it infanticide. If you
oppose redefining what it means for God to have
created man and woman, speak as if you do. If
you know that it is never right to discriminate
against others, call it racism. It is wrong to know
what you believe, and to speak otherwise. Do not
join in culture’s lies.
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CHALLENGING
CHRISTMAS
BY EMMA CARSEY

Do you celebrate Christmas?
If I asked you this question in person, your
response would likely be a long stare with
squinted eyes and a stuttered, “Um yes, does
anyone NOT celebrate Christmas?”
Over the past year at Gordon, I’ve tested this
question on a handful of friends and received
nearly this same response every time. It has
occurred to me that the celebration of this
holiday is rarely challenged. And if it is, the
challenger must endure pressure from an
overwhelming majority of Christians who feel
the need to defend their beloved tradition.
But what better place than a small, Christian
liberal arts college such as Gordon to challenge
beliefs and ideas? This is why I decided to write
an article on my war with Christmas; to spark a
conversation that challenges the religious
practices of fellow believers.
From
my
observation,
Christmas
is
a
Christianized pagan holiday that does not have
Divine authorization from the Bible.

As such, I believe it should be analyzed carefully
before it is intermingled with corporate Church
worship.
Christmas is of the World
“We have no superstitious regard for times and
seasons. Certainly we do not believe in the present
ecclesiastical arrangement called Christmas. First,
because we do not believe in the mass at all, but abhor
it, whether it be sung in Latin or in English; and
secondly, because we find no Scriptural warrant
whatever for observing any day as the birthday of the
Savior; and consequently, its observance is a
superstition,”
- Charles Spurgeon

There is no evidence that the early Church
adopted a celebration of Jesus’ birth on a
particular day of the year.
Rather, it was in the fourth century that John
Chrysostom convinced the church to convert the
pagan celebration of the winter solstice, Natalis
invicti, into a celebration of the Nativity. Since
then, Christmas has evolved, and spread
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around the globe to become one of the most
widely celebrated holidays in the world.

right? Aren’t there many things observed by the
church which the Bible doesn’t mention?

In 1 Corinthians 8:8, Paul states that we are no
worse off for eating food sacrificed to idols than
if we do not. There are countless areas of culture,
traditions, and practices that have pagan roots,
and Paul encourages Christians to glorify God
when exposed to these things. However, we are
not permitted to succumb to cultural or
historical lies, especially in the Church. It is the
avoidance of such lies that drove the the Free
Presbyterian Church of Scotland to make this
declaration about Christmas:

While it’s true that there are many details that are
not described in the Bible for regular church
worship, most churches hold to particular
Biblical ordinances such as prayer, singing,
reading the Word, communion, and the like
within their worship services.

“As with the date of the Saviour’s birth, much of what
people associate with Christmas is simply untrue.
Christianity, however, is concerned with the truth
above everything else.”
Christmas and the Church
Worship in the Bible is clearly vital to the
Christian life. From the beginning, God sets up
His standard of sound worship:
“You shall not add to the word which I am
commanding you, nor take away from it, so that you
may keep the commandments of the Lord your God
which I am commanding you.”
Deut. 4:1-2
Dr. C. Matthew McMahon, founder of A Puritan’s
Mind, elaborates on this when he wrote in
reference to the observance of Christmas in the
church,
"To allow into worship what is not expressly
commanded in the Bible, whether that is for a day or
for the regular Sunday service, is false worship. It is a
worship fabricated by men, and this violates the
principles of worship that God has commanded.”
This may seem a bit extreme. After all, just
because God didn’t say we should celebrate
Christmas doesn’t mean we are forbidden too,

Biblical scholars call this the Regulative Principle of
Worship: the view that worship should consist
solely of practices that are explicitly described in
the Scriptures. This principle comes from
various
examples
of
God
condemning
unauthorized forms of worship in the Bible, such
as in Genesis 4, Leviticus 10, and 2 Samuel 6.
Furthermore, Jesus concludes his earthly
ministry by commissioning his disciples to
“follow all that I commanded you'' (Matt 28:20).
When following the Regulative Principle for
corporate church worship, it becomes difficult to
justify a celebration of Christmas. Any day set
aside (“holy-day”) for worship must come
directly from the Word of God, and there are no
cases in the Scripture in which the birth of Christ
is recognized after it happened, nor are there any
direct commands to celebrate it. Jesus’ earthly
life and ministry are expanded upon in Paul’s
epistles, but the focus is on his death and
resurrection, not his birth (1 Cor 11:26). Of course,
the theological significance of God becoming
man and dwelling among us is profound and
should never be overlooked. However, setting
aside a day or month to observe a holiday with
pagan roots and with no direct Biblical
recognition is questionable, to say the least.
“[W]hen we insist on establishing a service of worship
based on our whim, we blaspheme God, and create an
idol, though we have done it all in the name of God.
And when you worship God in the idleness of a holiday
spirit, that is a heavy sin to bear, and one which
attracts others about it, until we reach the height of
iniquity.”
-John Calvin
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Approaching Christmas as a Christian
As Paul warned the Roman Church and James
warned his readers, Christians must be wary of
becoming conformed to the ways of the world
(Rom 12:2, James 4:4). We must analyze our
beliefs and traditions from God’s perspective,
rather than our own (Col 3:2).
“It is an easy thing to float with the tide of popular
opinion; but it takes much grace, diligently sought
from God, to swim against it.” -A.W. Pink
That being said, Christmas is a time, maybe the
only time, when many people expose themselves
to Christianity by going to church or hearing the
story of Jesus. In this way it can be a beautiful
opportunity to share the rest of the story with
friends and family who may not be as reachable
at other times of the year.
While I believe corporate worship should consist
of only that which God deems acceptable, I do
not see the annual celebration of Jesus’ birth to
be consistent with this principle. Christmas can
be observed similar to any other worldly holiday;
an opportunity to glorify God and spread the
gospel, but it is not something that should be
intertwined with holy, corporate worship of the
Church.
“No Christian should be theologically lazy about what
God requires of them.”
Dr. C. Matthew McMahon
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L OOKING FORWARD: GOP’S HOPE
FOR THE MIDTERM ELECTIONS
BY MEGAN HAYNES

At the time this essay is being written, President
Biden has been in Office for 305 days. The
Democrats currently control the Executive Branch
and the Legislative Branch by a ten-person
majority in the House and by slimmest of margins
in the Senate thanks to Vice-President Harris’ tiebreaking vote.
It is no secret that conservatives are struggling to
understand the thought process of the current
Administration. To the standard American, the
governance of President Biden has led to
economic, military, and financial hardship.
However, due to our political system there is hope
for those who are discontented with the reigning
political authority: midterm elections.
For those who are confused about why many
Americans are desiring a different party at the
helm, one only needs to take a look at the Biden
Administration so far. To clarify, this is not a
comprehensive list, nor will it highlight the
countless social faux pas he has committed on the
international stage.
Every American feels the pressure of the economy

in some way, even if they are not aware of it. A
major source of this hurt happens at the gas pump.
Anyone with a car or who must reimburse their
friends for rides (us college students) know that gas
prices have risen across the country. The shutting
down of the Keystone Pipeline, the hacking of the
Colonial Pipeline, and the capitulation of the Nord
Stream 2 have no doubt contributed to less natural
resources coming into the United States. Since the
Keystone and Colonial Pipelines are well
documented and discussed in the public sphere, I
will briefly address the Nord Stream 2 affair.
The Nord Stream 2 is a Russian backed gas
pipeline that was built under strenuous concern
from the Ukraine. Despite President Biden’s
explicit support for Ukrainian democracy and a
willingness to stay distanced from Putin’s
influence, our ally was nonetheless steam-rolled
by the Russian government (“Remarks by
President Biden”). The White House has
attempted to cover for itself by pointing to
possible corruption within Kiev as reason for the
administration to support Russia over Ukraine, but
this excuse is flimsy at best. The Ukrainian
government stated that allowing “Nord Stream 2
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means no less than gifting to the authoritarian
leader Vladimir Putin an extra tool to undermine
democracies across Europe.” (Quinn) This
international action (or nonaction) on behalf of
the United States is not the only instance in
which President Biden has left American allies
stranded.
Biden’s
mishandling
of
Afghanistan
is
reminiscent of our exit from Vietnam. While the
painful ramifications of his exit are not yet fully
understood, US credibility has been massively
damaged. The United States unequivocally
abandoned not only our own military, but US
citizens and long-term Afghan allies. At the time
of the departure of the “last” US aircraft, by the
Biden’s Administration's own admission, there
were still 100 to 200 Americans in Afghanistan
wanting to leave (D'Angelo Gore). The
Administration never referenced the Afghans
who put themselves and their families in danger
by working as translators or informants for our
forces. These men and women were targeted by
the Taliban or by ISIS-K immediately after the
US departure. The United States had promised
these people support and assistance, but instead
the Biden Administration has left them with
empty platitudes, saying that “the international
community expects the Taliban to deliver on
moving forward, notably freedom of travel,
freedom to leave” with no clear answer on what
will be done if the Taliban fails to follow through
(“Remarks by President Biden”). For anyone who has
researched this group, there should be no doubt
that the Taliban is anything but a collection of
radical tyrants. The current situation in
Afghanistan is enough to turn even the strongest
stomach (Coren et al.). All one can do is weep
over the situation of young girls in that nation.
When it comes to domestic issues, the nation is
facing the highest rate of inflation we have seen
in the last twenty years. Since Biden has taken
Office, inflation has risen over 5% and does not
show signs of decreasing (“United States Inflation”).
This massive increase in inflation means higher
prices for citizens and the possibility of
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stagflation on the horizon. A seemingly prophetic
article by the National Review early this year
predicted that:
“Inflation will be quickly dismissed as “transitory
pressures” or “supply disruptions.” The Fed will
respond slowly, always concerned that really
nipping inflation will cause too much economic
damage. Officials will give lots of speeches, but
take little action” (Cochrane and Hassett).
This is an accurate depiction of how our current
economic situation has been handled so far. We
have not seen stagflation since the 1970s and may
be headed to that reality quite soon.
During his tenure so far, the main piece of
legislation that President Biden has been
championing is the ‘Build Back Better Act,’ which
was recently passed by Congress with minimal
bipartisan support. This bill —with a base sticker
price of $1.2 trillion (about $3,700 per person in
the US) not including the separate $1.9 trillion
(about $5,800 per person) economic package that
was also included—is intended to address
infrastructure in the United States (Grayer et al.).
Democrats with the House went on record
criticizing their moderate party members who
wanted to have the Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) evaluate the $1.9 trillion package before
voting on the $1.2 trillion bill (Grayer et al.).
These moderates were right to wait before
voting. Even though the bill was passed before
hearing from the CBO, this organization has now
stated that the legislation “would result in a net
increase in the deficit totaling $367 billion (about
$1,100 per person in the US) ” over the next ten
years (“Summary of Cost”). Democrats argue that
this number was improperly calculated, however,
coming from a non-partisan organization that
number should cause all Americans to shudder.
As the national debt continues to increase—like
Violet Beauregarde in Willy Wonka—it is only a
matter of time before the bubble bursts. Our
future children and those of us in college will be
the ones to pay the price for current government
spending.
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All these factors are contributing to the record
low approval ratings of President Biden, Vice
President Harris, and the Democratic party in
general. A real-life example of this trend was
seen in the recent Virginia and New Jersey
elections, where the Republican candidates had
success over their Democrat counterparts, even if
the Democrats were the incumbents or spent
more money than the Republican. If one wanted
to see national numbers, ABC News and the
Washington Post released poll results on Nov.
14th that showed 51% of their sample was more
likely to vote for a Republican in midterms while
41% stated they would vote for a Democrat
(“Economic Discontent”). This is the largest lead
Republicans have had since November of 1981
(“Economic Discontent”). President Biden’s
approval rating has decreased since May 25,
2021.
It
shows
no
sign
of
stopping
(NateSilver538). If this trend continues, it can
only be assumed that the midterm election
results will be red.

you His own.

The Republican Party is not perfect. There is
infighting, bombastic personalities, unfortunate
policies, and political elitism. However, the
current administration cannot be allowed to
continue to set the policy for our future. The
Republican Party must demonstrate to the
nation that right governance, localized control,
dedicated support for our allies and the
defenseless, a balanced budget, and growth of
our intermediary organizations is the better
choice for American society.

NateSilver538. “How Popular Is Joe Biden?” FiveThirtyEight, 3 Dec.
2021, https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/biden-approval-rating/.

There is darkness in our world. When we look at
politics it may seem that the walls are closing in
and hope is lost. Yet, as Christians we must
remember, no matter who is in Office, no matter
which political party controls the House, we have
a Light that can never be extinguished. Our
heavenly home is where our true citizenship lies
and while we should be invested in the matters
of this world, our Hope does not rise or fall by
the outcomes of a ballot box. I encourage you to
stay informed, but always remember to place
politics aside and rejoice in the One who made
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TOTALLY NUCLEAR: THE CONNECTION
BETWEEN MORAL DECLINE AND THE ORIGINAL
FAMILY UNIT
BY MARIVA DEBORDE

Jada Pinkett Smith flaunting her boy toy on
television, SUVs mowing down Christmas parade
goers,
and
13-year-olds
publicizing
their
pregnancies on Tik-Tok— oh my! Constantly, our
culture bombards us with images, audio bites, and
headlines filled with moral perversion to rival
even the Whore of Babylon herself. Why? The
Christian response obviously centers around what
Jesus says in Matthew 24, which speaks to the
increase of lawlessness and general immorality in
the end times. All while the secular world insists
there is no problem: it’s the new normal. Neither
option is acceptable. Simple acceptance of our
decline as opposed to an attempt to analyze and
remedy the problem is antithetical to the
Christian faith. At the same time, enthusiastically
accepting the “new normal” in the name of
tolerance and faux empowerment is equally as
abhorrent. What exactly is causing this cancer to
spread throughout our culture? The answer may
lie in the rapid dissipation of the nuclear family.
To be clear, I am not arguing that the gears of the
Hollywood machine which churned out Fifty
Shades of Grey and Cuties are only made of
disillusioned adult-children who lived in single

parent homes and decided to be morally perverse.
Nor is my attempt in this article to provide a
bandaid-fix to a bullet wound issue; the
consequences of non-nuclear family upbringings
are far too complex to cover adequately in a
school magazine. No, the purpose of this article is
merely to provide a charcuterie-tray style
exposure to a myriad of issues directly related to
cultural depravity and its connection to the fall of
the nuclear family.
It’s all about the kids. A morally sound upbringing
of children by two parents is critical to the
development of their character and sense of value.
Unfortunately, this home environment is on the
decline. In 1960, roughly 5 percent of children
were born to unmarried women. Now about 40
percent are. The Pew Research Center reported
that 11 percent of children lived apart from their
father in 1960. In 2010, 27 percent did. Now only
about half of American children will spend their
childhood with both biological parents. (The
Atlantic, David Brooks 2020) Only 40% of families
lived with their own children in 2020, a 4%
decrease from 2000 (U.S. Census Bureau 2020).
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These findings quickly develop
a very clear filter for how we
are supposed to analyze the
depravity flaunting on every
stage and soundtrack. A lack of
strong co-parental leadership
from both a mother and a
father
leads
to
severe
behavioral issues, which lends
itself to many categories of
misconduct.
When looking for examples of
behavioral
problems
in
children, school settings are an
ideal indicator for how a child
will act in society later in life.
For example, in a study
analyzing
suspension
rates
between boys and girls, they
found that “6 percent of girls
are suspended during eighth
grade, while the rate among
boys is 16 percent. Among
children with a single mother,
the gender gap in suspensions
more than doubles: 15 percent
of girls and 41 percent of boys
are suspended during eighth
grade”
(Wasserman
2020).
While this study is focusing on
the more adverse effects of
single-parent households on
boys, it still illuminates in both
genders the clear issue in
raising children without the
nuclear set up.
To further corroborate the
point that non-nuclear families
tend to produce less morallysound
children,
a
study
comparing the childhoods of
currently incarcerated people
to non-incarcerated people
found that “even in high-crime
inner-city neighborhoods, well

over 90 percent of children
from safe, stable homes do not
become
delinquents.
By
contrast only 10 percent of
children from unsafe, unstable
homes in these neighborhoods
avoid crime” (Heritage 2020).
The
data
is
astounding.
Obviously criminal activity—
known for embracing violent
and sexually perverse behavior
— directly affects individuals
who did not have secure
upbringings. Which brings us
to the question: are nuclear
families
the
standard
for
stability? If we base stability off
of financial security and safety
of the child, which I believe
most would, then the answer is
yes.
Nuclear families out-perform
every other family model in
both
the
financial
and
relational. In terms of money,
Pew Research Center highlights
that 57% of children growing up
in two parent homes live under
incomes that are at least 200%
above the national poverty line.
It goes without saying that
financial prosperity directly
leads
to
better
education
(school
choice,
tutoring,
college), increased ability to
attend mental health resources
such as counseling, and higher
access to nutrient-rich foods.
Two parents in a committed
marital relationship also serve
as a guard against external
abuse in the home. Sadly, the
effects
of
non-nuclear
households can at times lead to
circumstances
of
abuse:
“children living in a household

awith an unrelated adult were
about nine times more likely to
be physically, sexually, or
emotionally
abused
than
children raised in an intact
nuclear family” (The Atlantic,
Wilcox). A basic understanding
of developmental psychology
easily reveals how two-parent
households create both better
behavioral patterns and a more
stable homelife, while singleparent
situations
are
detrimental to the child.
While
multiple
variables
contribute to a society’s moral
downfall, everyone knows that
the future is in the hands of our
youth. If children do not grow
up
in
environments
that
cultivate moral soundness and
mental stability, we can expect
the ethical nosedive our nation
is taking to continue hurling
itself off the cliff. How do we
pump the breaks? Simple— let’s
get married and have some
babies.
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SPEAK THE TRUTH,
NOT YOUR TRUTH
BY AMANDA GODWIN

We today live in an age where reality is based on
opinion, where feelings equate to fact, and where
universal truth is a thing of the past. Or so we are
being pressured to believe by the culture around
us.
In modern times, it is no longer enough to simply
agree to disagree, respecting that we are entitled to
our own opinions and have the right to decline to
accept what does not align with our belief system.
Instead, we must now acknowledge that another
person’s beliefs are true for them, but not true for
us. Truth has become subjective.
This is a product of moral relativism, an idea
essential to the Postmodern thought to which our
society currently conforms. Moral relativism
holds that any moral or ethical belief is shaped by
our cultural surroundings, and so is not
universally determinable. Because of this, moral
relativists believe we cannot “impose our moral
views on others,” and ‘Reality’ is a social construct
shaped by culture and individual experience
(Glenn). Modern society approaches truth
according to moral relativism.

Truth is historically defined as “that which is the
case rather than what is manifest or assumed.”
(“Truth”) In other words, truth itself ought to be
determined by fact and reality, which is objective
and unchanging. In recent years, this definition
has been disregarded. Truth has come to mean
whatever you or I want it to mean. In defining
truth by the individual’s ever-changing opinions,
the concept of truth essentially has been stripped
of all meaning.
The phrase ‘speak your truth’ has become the
mantra of a confused generation. You speak your
truth, and I speak mine. Rather than a mutual
agreement to dialogue, our culture is providing an
excuse to dismiss alternate beliefs on reality. How
can we, as a community, stand united when we are
operating according to differently defined
realities, lacking a universally acknowledged basis?
As Christians we are called to act as lights in the
darkness, sharing the goodness of Christ in a
society fraught with attempts to find meaning
apart from God. To do this we must combat
cultural normalcy while firmly being rooted in
scriptural truths.
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The concept of subjective reality promoted in
society today does not align with the Christian
faith, which holds that absolute truth does exist.
Scripture is the direct Word of the Lord and lays
out absolute truths for the sake of his people. As
John 17:17 states, “[God’s] word is truth.”
God gives us scripture as a foundation by which
to live and build our lives. Despite the differing
beliefs among Christians, we are all rooted in the
absolute truths in God’s Word. Essentially, each
of us are united in the fact that “[Jesus] is the way
the truth and the life. No one comes to the father
except through [him] (John 14:6).”
Despite the sure opposition that will come, we
cannot let our knowledge of the unshakable truth
go unshared amongst unbelievers. Sharing the
gospel is especially necessary in a society so
desperate for truth and meaning, so desperate
even that its members invent an infinite number
of realities to fulfill this longing.
Those who do not know Christ will claim that the
Christian faith is narrow minded and limiting.
What is the value of following Christ alone in a
world where infinite desires can be pursued and
any manner of beliefs go unchallenged?
In actuality, following Christ brings the greatest
possible freedom, surety, and fulfillment. As
Christ himself said “If you abide in my word, you
are truly my disciples, and you will know the
truth, and the truth will set you free (John 8:3131).” There is no real meaning to a life in pursuit
of anything but Jesus. This is why we must stand
in opposition to the subjective claims of our
culture. And most importantly this is why we, as
Christians, must speak the absolute truth of the
gospel in the midst of a society searching
desperately for fulfillment.
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“Now nigheth the New Year, past are the hours of night
And, e’en as God doth will, Darkness must yield to light”
Jessie Weston, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
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STUDENT LIFE

MEET THE PRESIDENT:
CAM GRINNELL ON
LEADERSHIP, THE
CHALLENGES FACING
GORDON, AND FUTURE
PLANS FOR GCSA
BY LIAM SIEGLER

The role of Student Body President of Gordon
College’s Student Association (GCSA) is no easy
job. It requires hours of meetings each week with
students, administration, and faculty. Oftentimes
it means dealing with school controversies, as
Shineika Fareus did last year when the school
faced multiple racial incidents in the midst of also
combatting COVID-19. Most presidents however,
often work under the radar. The position deals
with a lot of unseen tasks like organizing the
details for events, collaborating with student
leaders, working with clubs, and managing a
cabinet, to name a few. It requires a collection of
interpersonal skills, stamina, and creativity to do
well. It is not for everyone.
Current GCSA President Cam Grinnell is certainly
up for the job.
It was not surprising when Grinnell and
TeddyMax Talanoa won the presidency by a 27%
margin. Both are very well known on campus. But
at the end of the day, the election was not a
popularity contest. Students knew both candidates
were uniquely qualified to serve the Gordon
community.

Before he became president, Cam served under
Shineika Fareus as the Executive Vice-President.
During this time, he learned the “inner workings”
of the organization. TeddyMax also had
experience under his belt as Vice-President of
Student Life. Moving on to a position with greater
responsibility only seemed normal for both.
For Cam, being involved in Gordon was a natural
thing to do. His family has a long history with the
school. “My parents met here,” he told me, “they
graduated in ’81…They had a brief stint at a school
called Stony Brook in Long Island. And then they
came back and they met when they worked here,
got married.” Both of Cam’s siblings graduated
from Gordon. He was baptized in Gull Pond. The
only “bummer” was that his entire family was able
to take classes with Dr. Wilson before he retired.
Despite that disappointment, “[I] just love this
community,” Cam said, “when you come to
Gordon, it’s different.”
Who is Cam Grinnell the student? Who is the man
behind the desk? When I asked Cam this question,
he explained how he personally tries to balance
both a casual and professional side to himself. On
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On the one hand, he is triple majoring in
Political Science, Economics, and Biblical
Studies. He desires to go to a top ten law school.
“I’ve worked really hard to do that,” Cam said,
but on the other hand, “I’m also going to be a
camp counselor in the summer. I love that
because I love going on hikes and going on canoe
trips. I love messing around and being goofy
with 15 year olds and working on that
discipleship.” Life is not all what you do for a job.
“I think that it’s one of those things,” he told me,
“where I want to work hard in classes, be earnest
in GCSA, but then be able to go back to my
apartment and grow, like joke around.”
Cam hopes to clerk for a Supreme Court justice
one day. He was listening to the Amy Coney
Barrett confirmation hearing while washing
dishes one afternoon and it clicked, “I was like,
this is exactly what I want to do.” Law is the
perfect combination, he said, “of reason, logic,
writing, complex thinking, faith, and the good.”
Which Justice would be like to work with
though? He couldn’t name anyone in the present,
but if it was a choice between any Justice in the
Court’s history, he told me, “I’d probably have to
do Scalia.” In his mind, Scalia “has that balance of
playful and professional…he’s so witty…He’s
launching ideas off of his clerks, he is full of that
humor, but also earnestness and seriousness.”
After listening to Cam explain his answer, it is
apparent where he finds inspiration.
The start of Cam’s presidency has required him
to be like Scalia in a way and activate the more
serious side of his personality. Over the course of
the past several months Gordon College has
experienced a series of ongoing challenges that
Cam has been forced to help address. A few
weeks ago Gordon was the victim of a malware
attack and affected by a power outage impacting
much of the North Shore. These situations are
only a small portion of what Cam has dealt with
this semester. “We’ve had to be a little bit more
[on the] defensive,” he said, “We haven’t been
quite able to turn that corner and make a lot of
steps forward.” Nonetheless, “we are laying a lot

of the groundwork.”
One of the challenges of 2021, Cam explained,
concerns student engagement. At all CCCU
(Council for Christian Colleges and Universities)
“we are dealing with record low student
engagement. That is what empirical data
suggests.” Less students are attending events,
participating in campus activities, joining clubs,
and taking on new positions. “From an anecdotal
level,” Cam said, “what we are hearing from
students when we ask them why they are not at
events is, they know that it’s not an advertising
thing. They know the events are going on. They
know where it is, how to get there, and the people
doing it. But they just can’t go.” This
phenomenon stands as a contrast to his freshman
year, where “we would fill McDonald Auditorium
in KOSC [(Ken Olsen Science Center)]…for these
town halls.” There is an effect on campus culture,
he said, “that is pretty pronounced.”
Cam also mentioned enrollment as another
significant issue this year. Gordon, like other
CCCU institutions, has experienced a significant
decline in new students over the past several
years. One of his frustrations with the former
College President (Dr. Michael Lindsay) was how
he would direct the marketing in this regard.
“The messaging has to change,” he told President
Hammond. The school would tell parents it is
doing better than it ever has, that it is doing well
in enrollment, that it is raising all this money,
“and then departments were being cut. At the
Bennett Center there used to be three full time
staff, now there’s only one…And you hear it from
staff and faculty, the strain: faculty having to
teach four courses.” The reality is, Cam said,
“we’re in a tough spot.” When the previous
administration would claim otherwise, “there is a
huge cognitive dissonance…financially, it’s just
there is one place on campus that needs to bring
in money. And that’s enrollment. It just hasn’t for
five years. It’s just as simple as that.”
Though Cam does not think GCSA can help with
Gordon’s enrollment problem, he believes
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student government may still be useful in other
ways. “In terms of retention, that’s what GCSA is
in the business of…and so one of the things is,
we’re trying to get a little bit more access to the
data.” The need for such information is
important, Cam said, “so we can then start to
target our activities more specifically to what
students are looking for.” If students want more
speakers, GCSA can help. If they want more
recreational activities, there are multiple
members of student government who can plan
events. “I think that the retention conversation
[between the administration and GCSA] is
vibrant and robust,” he said.
GCSA has been successful in addressing at least
one campus-wide issue, Cam was glad to note.
When it came to the You Pick 4 food option that
was restricted at the beginning of the semester to
11am-3pm, Cam was able to revert the policy
back to where it was pre-COVID. It was a “huge
win,” he said, “I was talking a lot actually with
coaches about the importance of that for
athletics, in expanding accessibility.” Before this
change, many athletes were unable to access
food-services on campus during certain days.
Another problem Cam hopes to address is Late
Night. While the You Pick Four was a budget
related issue, Late Night is the result of staffing
shortages. “It’s more of a macroeconomic thing,”
he said. “You can work at Bertuccis and get paid
$18 or $20 an hour, or you can go to Gordon and
get a lot less. So we’re actually seeing people at
Gordon, like full time staff who are staying here,
just because they love the campus so much.” On
this issue in particular Cam expressed some
pessimism, “I’m a little bit less sanguine or
optimistic about us getting a win there.” Gordon
is not the only institution with labor shortages,
“It’s bigger than Debbie (Bon Appetit) and even
President
Hammond,
just
because…[even]
Starbucks is struggling.” Only time will tell
whether this will change.
Moving onto another topic, I asked Cam about
his thoughts on the Shalom Plan and how it was
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being implemented this semester. He made it his
first point to clarify the difference between the
Shalom statement and the Shalom Plan. The first,
“is integrated right into the college fabric,” while
the second is more gradual. Publicly we know
one thing in the works right now is the creation
of a new core class on cultural intelligence, race
and ethnicity. “[I]t’s in the process of being
crafted,” Cam said, “compromises are being
made and whatnot.” It could take several years
however, “I think [that is] a good thing just to
remind students of.”
On race and reconciliation in particular, Cam
feels as if the school is moving in a good
direction. “I think President Hammond has done
a lot of really good work before coming to
Gordon and is knowledgeable with these issues.
And I think he certainly sets a better tone for the
campus on engaging these issues.” In fact, Cam is
far more optimistic about this subject than a year
ago. When I asked him why, he elaborated that it
had to do with the change in leadership. “I think
President Hammond has done a far better job in
terms of messaging, improving student morale,
and being transparent,” he said. In contrast, “The
previous president was incredibly divisive, and
specifically through a lack of transparency. This
was a 10-year restriction of information from
him, it trickled down.” Faculty and staff,
according to Cam, see the change in leadership as
“a breath of fresh air.” The new tone, he
explained, “certainly has an impact on race, but it
also connects to all other issues.”
Throughout the interview Cam expressed an
appreciation
for
President
Hammond’s
leadership, but how does he think of his own?
The Grinnell/Talanoa ran their campaign on the
themes of Reliable, Receptive, and Restorative.
Have they accomplished any of their goals? Or
were the challenges of the semester too much?
In response to these questions Cam first
addressed the receptive theme. When the
Gordon administration reduced GCSA’s budget
by 40%, they needed to cut a substantial amount
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of money from clubs. His team responded by
presenting the dilemma to the student
representatives in forum, making sure to receive
feedback, and by individually meeting with
every student organization on their budgets.
“One of the ways of being receptive was not
being impersonal,” he said, “it [was] saying, ‘look
we are just doing this and that.’” Cam told me he
wanted to give clubs as much autonomy in the
process as possible.
Reliability is “not super sexy to talk about,” Cam
said. For the most part, it has looked like
performing GCSA’s administrative functions well
and fostering a sustainable work environment.
The bulk of being reliable is “not [in] $150,000
capital renovations,” Cam explained, instead it
involves
coordinating
with
student
representatives,
forming
committees,
and
reforming institutional structures to make
student
government
more
approachable.
Developing a culture that fosters longevity is
incredibly important in this regard. On a good
year, he said, “we retain 20% of our people.” One
of the ways he hopes to address this is by
developing a program for next year’s President
and Vice President to stay on campus for most of
the summer. “It's an unrealistic realistic
expectation for students to be able to come in
August and start this organization of 30 people,”
Cam said. “It’s just not possible.”
To follow through on the restorative goal, GCSA
is focusing a lot of its energy on spiritual
development and spiritual growth. This effort,
Cam explained, “is a continual process.” One
initiative he and TeddyMax are working on is a
program with the Chapel office called “Refill.”
The idea, Cam said, is “that we need to take
what's in the chapel and bring it out onto
campus.” The program would place a cohort in
Chester’s Tavern after every chapel service to
pray, worship, and discuss the message. If you
are a student, the hope is “the Spirit would
compel you to walk in, and you would just be
embraced by this community that is, again,
passionate about Christ.” Though the idea is in its
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“very early stages,” Cam said, “that’s kind of one
of the things that we're really excited about
doing.” Other than Refill, for the restorative goal
“it’s kind of like a stay tuned.”
How does Cam hope to be remembered after his
time in student government?
Like Shineika last year, Cam hopes to renew a
commitment to GCSA’s legacy, not his own. “I
want to be committed to creatively and
collaboratively making something so that people,
whether you are a rep or a cabinet member, can
just come in and understand the culture and
responsibilities of what it means to be in GCSA,”
he said. “I don't really want people to remember
me, per se, I'd much rather it just be like: ‘I don't
know how, like why the Refill is here. I don't
know why this handbook is here. Like, I don't
know why, you know, whatever the things are, I
don't care why, because it's 2030. But I'm glad
that they're here.’ And so that's a lot of it.” For
Cam, the work he does is not about himself, it is
about what “GCSA was able to do.”
So what will GCSA do next? Only time will tell,
but if this semester is any indicator, students can
be confident the future is in good hands.
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I would suggest you ask yourself these six
questions before you decide to enter into a dating
relationship.
Are they a Christian (and not just in name only)?

SIX QUESTIONS TO
ASK BEFORE YOU
BEGIN DATING
BY EMILY MARCOTTE
Much of dating is a secular activity that the church
has taken up. It has evolved with time so there is
not much in Scripture that gives us direction on
what it should look like. We can draw general
principles, but the modern dating that we do is
not talked about in the Bible. Much of dating is
figuring out what it means to date well.
Part of being a Christian means coming into the
knowledge that the things we do matter – whether
it be doing school, learning a sport, or dating
someone. Each of these things can and should be
done to the glory of God.
Unfortunately, we can easily say this, but many of
us do not live it out. We are constantly living in
cognitive dissonance between our beliefs about
dating and our practice. We believe that we should
date wisely, but we flirt with people who are not
Christians. We say that sex is for marriage, but we
make out excessively on the couch after visitation.
We say that the goal of dating is to discern
marriage, but once we start dating, the wedding is
already being planned. What are we missing here?
Why does our theology look so different from our
orthopraxy?
In light of the desire for everything to glorify God,

The first and most important of all questions: is
the person you are considering to date a
Christian? We date to discern for marriage, but no
discernment is needed to figure out whether you
should marry a non-Christian … the answer is no.
God’s word says, “Do not be yoked together with
unbelievers” (2 Cor 6:14).
To take this a step further, is the Christianity of
the person you are considering something they
tout externally, but are resisting in their heart?
When we consider dating as discernment for
marriage, we need to be yoked with a believer,
not a nominal Christian. Going to church does
not guarantee they are committed to God. Having
a Bible verse in their bio is not necessarily
evidence of genuine faith. Being a Christian
Ministries major does not mean they have a
Christ-exalting theology.
So before becoming tied up to another person,
emotionally, socially, and physically, strongly
consider their walk with the Lord.
Could you see yourself (and them) being
married in two years?
The reason why I ask this question is not to give
black and white rules for everyone to follow. My
heart is only to help lessen the pain that comes
from dating for excessive amounts of time.
Remember: dating is for the purpose of
discernment about marriage. So, what if you
“discern” and decide that they are the person you
want to marry...but you are a sophomore in
college with no job or car? Do you string them
along with you for the next two or three years?
This not only opens more time for temptation to
physical sin, but also creates space for gradually
becoming more intimately tied together. The
Bible uses the term, “becoming one flesh” to
describe what happens at marriage. There is a
problem when this one-flesh-ness begins before
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Part of honoring marriage from a Christian
perspective is to keep the marriage things in
marriage. This gets muddy the longer two people
have been dating. So consider whether you could
see yourself getting married soon before you
begin an exclusive relationship with someone
else.

It is common knowledge that you become like
those with whom you spend time, both in small
ways, like in your mannerisms and vocabulary,
and in big ways, such as politics and theology.
When you consider the person you are thinking
of dating, would you like to have their character
as your own? Do you see good qualities in them
that you would like to see in yourself? As you
grow closer, you will also grow to be more alike,
for better or worse.

Do you like them?

Is your relationship with the Lord solid?

It might seem like an odd question, but it’s worth
saying. If you do not like the person, don’t date
them. It is simple. Sometimes in Christian
culture, we think that just because someone is a
Christian, we must date them. This is not true. If
you do not enjoy their company, find them
attractive, and or don’t care for them—just don’t
date. You wouldn’t want to marry someone you
don’t like, so why date someone in whom you
are not interested? It doesn’t make you more
holy. It is not an honorable thing to do.

How are we to glorify God in dating if His glory
is not our goal in life? Who are we to look at our
potential significant other and their relationship
with God when ours is shaky at best? Before
getting involved with another person, submit
yourself to the Lord. Relationships, especially at
the beginning, can cause a lot of anxiety and
unsteadiness. Not to say that Christians will do it
right every time, but when we humble ourselves
before the Lord and trust him with our desires,
he will be our Rock and our hope amid the highs
and lows of any relationship.

Do they get along with your friends?
There are exceptions to this question, I will say
that right off the bat. The underlying idea here is
that we choose our friends for a reason, whether
it be their personality, humor, convictions,
proximity, interests, etc. If someone you like
does not get along with, or care to get along with,
the people you have chosen as your closest
friends, perhaps you should reconsider whether
to date. Dating is not only a two-person ordeal,
but rather it includes both your circle and theirs,
including family. A couple that dates in isolation
will not last long. And if they do, they will leave a
wake of dead friendships behind them.
Do you see qualities in them that you would
like to have in yourself?
There is a well-known verse from Corinthians
that states: “Bad company corrupts good
character” (1 Corinthians 15:33). On the flip side,
good company promotes good character.

Dating can be a complex endeavor, but that does
not mean it is impossible to do as a Christian. We
must press on in a spirit of desiring to glorify
God in everything we do – dating included.
From my perspective, many of the problems of
dating can be readily avoided if we were to just
pause and think wisely from the start. The goal is
not to make a ridgid list of rules to follow; nor is
it to look down on couples who have decided to
do it differently. The goal is to surrender our
hearts to the Lord before we give it to anyone
else.
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Gordon Students Vote

favorite part of chapel

best DTR spot

this or that
snow day or poweroutage day
dining dollars FTW!

"In the calmness of the morning before the mind is heated and
weary by the turmoil of the day, you have a season of unusual
importance for communing with God and with yourself.”
William Wilberforce, Real Christianity
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death?” But Jesus simply smiled and carried on in
his strange way.

I AM: AN ANSWER TO
THE CAROLER’S CALL
BY CHRISTIAN SHEPHERD
One of my favorite Christmas carols is “O Come
O Come Emmanuel.” Its haunting melody, its
deep rich notes, and the memory that it invokes.
It is like a wailing cry from another world, born of
incredible pain and longing. It is a plea for God to
be present, a realization that He is coming. Every
time I hear the song, I am always moved by the
fact that Jesus came, that he chose to show up and
be present with us. I am amazed that after fourhundred years of silence, God stepped into our
ordinary world and changed it, though not in the
way we expected.
When Jesus showed up and people began realizing
he was the Messiah, everyone expected him to
lead a great rebellion and overthrow Rome.
Obviously, to the disillusionment of many, this
did not happen. The Jews thought that the
disheartening circumstances of their lives needed
changing. But Jesus came, not to change
circumstances, but to change hearts. It was a
subject of contention and confusion throughout
most of Jesus’ ministry. One can almost hear the
crowd around Jesus asking: “Is he not here to
make life better for us? Why is he not mustering
an army to fight? Why does he keep talking about
the Law in new ways?
Why does he keep alluding to the fact that he is
going to die and that we need to follow him in

A couple years ago, I read Touching Wonder by
John Blase. It is a retelling of the Christmas story
using both Eugene Peterson’s The Message and
Blase’s own creative storytelling. Blase writes each
chapter from the perspective of a different
character. All the typical people are there: Mary,
Joseph, Elizabeth, even Gabriel. However, a
perspective I did not expect in the book was that
of God the Father. In this chapter, the audience
gets a glimpse into the unearthly mind of God as
he speaks to the bizarre arrival and ministry of his
son:
Humans have been shouting their question for
millennia: Why in God’s name won’t you show up?
They say it when the moment seems to demand a force
to do good: If you are God, then do something. But to
show up in those moments would be to come in your
name, not Mine. My ways are not your ways (Blase).
We hear this phrase often: my ways are not your
ways. Jesus clearly exemplifies this in his walk
with us. The way he chose to do things is different
than the way we would have done them. And
though I often recite this to myself in hopes of
bringing comfort in every situation, if I am being
completely honest, I only find it comforting
about half the time. The other times, I find it
mostly annoying. When I call for help, much like
the caroler of “O Come O Come Emmanuel,” I
want Jesus to ride in on his white horse and slay
the dragon. Rarely does he do this. And rarely do
I sing with hope and belief that Jesus will actually
show up (like the carol recognizes), despite the
fact that he always does.
He always comes, even if I cannot see him. And as
I shake with fear and rage against the
disappointing
circumstances
of
my
life,
screaming “Mighty One, do something!” I am not
always met with the response I desire. Instead, I
am often met with a quiet, simple, unmistakable
reply, “I AM.”
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from nowhere and suddenly are upon us. We
have all asked ourselves: where in the world did that
thought come from? What made me think that? But the
thoughts themselves are not the issue. What will
you do when the bird tries to perch? Will you let
it make its home with you?
Different metaphors have helped me change the
way I think about the way I think. My favorite is
the air traffic controller: determining which
planes will land in the complex comings and
goings in the airport of my mind.

TAKING EVERY
THOUGHT CAPTIVE
BY MAISEY JEFFERSON
We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets
itself up against the knowledge of God, and we take
captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ.
2 Corinthians 10:5
This task overwhelms me. Every thought? Every
single thought that comes into my head? How is
that possible? This is a Holy Spirit-inspired
command. Yet it is one that I have become too
willing to avoid, too willing to dismiss–an
assignment I am too willing to save for tomorrow.
How do we find the time, energy, or even the
desire to direct every thought in our heads to
obey Christ? We all know that the deepest corner
of our mind is the absolute last place we want
people to see. But I am learning that when we
avoid taking authority over our minds, the devil
gains a foothold and the darkest parts of our mind
slowly start to take over. And this is right where
the enemy wants us.
Martin Luther said that “Temptations, of course,
cannot be avoided, but because we cannot prevent
the birds from flying over our heads, there is no
need that we should let them nest in our hair.” I
would agree. Thoughts come and go–they come

God has been teaching me to separate myself
from my mind. To separate myself from my
thoughts and feelings. Yes, it is my mind. Yes,
those are my thoughts and feelings. No, they do
not define me. I am defined by Christ, every part
of me is sanctified by His perfection. I must be
ruled by the Spirit. Like Romans 8:6 (NIV) says,
“The mind governed by the flesh is death, but the
mind governed by the Spirit is life and peace.”
When we are not ruled by the Spirit, the rule of
the flesh governs our minds. Scripture makes it
clear that this is neither life nor peace. A mind
governed by the flesh will inevitably lead to an
overcrowded airport, a head full of bird nests. But
what does that mean? How do I take my thoughts
captive and make them obedient?
We cannot do this alone. Yes, it is daunting and
impossible when we are left to our own strength.
We are weak. We need the help of Jesus, who
tenderly says, “My grace is sufficient for you, for
my power is made perfect in weakness" (2 Cor
12:9-10 NIV). Those words are in red. They are
from the mouth of Christ. His power is perfect
when we surrender our weaknesses to Him.
God’s Word is clear on what is True. His words
are what we should always dwell on, especially
when our thoughts are overwhelming. With the
help of Christ, we can hold every thought next to
Scripture and judge whether it is true, noble,
right,
pure,
admirable,
excellent,
and
praiseworthy (Phil 4:8 NIV).
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CHILDREN OF THE KINGDOM
BY GRIFFIN HOTZ

As someone who is perpetually surprised at how fast the years go, the appeal to
childlike faith is one of my favorite parts of the Gospel. The story is recorded
in Matthew 18, Mark 10, and Luke 18. It is often taught in the context of a
childlike trust or a childlike fear. True enough, children have almost no means
of their own and are thus necessitated to trust others. Also, when you’re small
and weak, a healthy measure of fear is in order. However, trust and fear are
discussed a great deal already. What I think is overlooked in the call to childlike
faith is a quality that is so often lost following adolescence: wonder.
Think back to the days of your early youth. Or, perhaps ask someone who was
there for it. Chances are, you asked an exhaustive amount of questions, pointed
at a variety of things, and smiled at the simple joy of seeing a fire truck or a
flower. When you’re seven, the sum total of your creative output is a few mud
pies and a Thanksgiving hand-turkey that looks nothing like your hand or a
turkey. Creation and all that fills it are utterly foreign and completely beyond
your childish abilities. But then you go to school, where the wonder of meeting
new people eventually fades. You learn, or try to learn, complex systems of
language and mathematics. Things that you never understood are revealed to
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you: why flowers bloom in spring and why the sun appears to rise and set. The
things that once brought wonder are now systematic answers to analytical
questions. Every once in a while, especially during the Christmas season, your
old heart may be moved to youthful glee once again. And yet, the feeling is
often fleeting.
Christ calls us to a higher level of wonder, a curiosity that will not run dry.
When the little children are brought before Jesus in the Synoptics, Jesus holds
them up as the example of how to enter the Kingdom of God. They come eager
to see Him, eager to be in His presence. Why? Because children are naturally
curious. Naturally full of wonder.
This, I believe, is the prescriptive point we should gain from this episode in the
Gospels. Childlike wonder is a key element of our faith. It is not by any means
some illusory abstraction. It can be regained by adults. All things are created by
God, or by one of His children. Therefore, as a potter’s fingerprints are on that
of a jar, God’s fingerprints are throughout this world.
Everything reveals to us something about our God. Each experience we have,
each person we meet, and each thing we come across tells us something about
our Creator. The man down the street dutifully caring for his dying wife is a
taste of the even grander devotion of the Creator. The story of survival and the
power of the human will tells us that the Creator values perseverance. The
example of a mother’s love toward her newborn baby reflects the nurturing
heart of our Lord.
This is not to say that everything is a metaphor for Christ. It is, however, a call
to open the eyes of our hearts a little wider, that we might see more of the Lord
around us, and in turn, more of Him within us. Whether positive or negative,
we should approach life with a childlike wonder. We should be curious of what
will be revealed about God, and excited by His work. When the Pharisees asked
about the coming of the kingdom of God, Jesus told them it was already in
their midst (Luke 17:21). It was not so much a physical thing, but rather a
posture of the heart. The little children approached Christ in wonder. If we
adopt the posture of a child, filled with wonder and joy, then we too will see the
kingdom of God.
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THE CHRISTIAN HEART IN A WORLD
OF IDEOLOGY
BY LIAM SIEGLER

We live in a world of ideology.
Commitments to dogmatic forms of political
expression, whether through partisanship or
activism, pervade our cultural moment. Christians
are certainly not immune. In fact, some of the
greatest divides within evangelicalism have to do
with issues dominated by ideological conflict. To
be engaged in civil society means one cannot
ignore the fray. Especially if one desires to live
faithfully for Christ.
Now, there is no doubt the word “ideology” is
thrown around far too flippantly, oftentimes to
the behest of others, but when it comes to
accurately describing various systems of belief it
can be a useful term. As Maurice Cranston notes,
the
character
of
ideologies
are
often
comprehensive (they profess to best explain
human society), goal-oriented (they propose
solutions its adherents must work towards),
progressive (in the sense that this work entails a
struggle against a perceived issue), loyalist (they
require commitment from those who subscribe to
their tenets), and intellectual (they are often
led/spurred by thought-leaders) (Cranston).

All ideologies are problematic. As C.S Lewis said in
The Abolition of Man, they “consist of fragments
from [the truth of reality], arbitrarily wrenched
from their context in the whole and then swollen
to madness in their isolation.” (Lewis 20) In the
narrowness of their obsession for the particular,
the particular ends up becoming the whole. As a
result, they breed a certain fundamentalism that
infects all who succumb to its vice. Conflict
spurred by ideology is not just an intellectual
dispute. It is more so than not marked by an
inability to converse, a retreat into tribalism, an
unruly dogmatism, and a paranoia which sees
people as the sum-total of their (particular) beliefs.
In practice, this often translates into cynical
dialogue, frustrated activism, the creation of
enemies who must be destroyed at all costs, and
much, much propaganda. One does not have to
think hard to know that this exists on all sides of
the political spectrum.
Against this backdrop, we must realize that only
Christ deserves our full loyalty. While there might
be ideas in some modern-day ideologies one
might agree with for various reasons, our
allegiance is not bound to the whims of a social
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movement or tribal identity, instead it must be
bound to God. Christianity is a comprehensive
vision for human existence—it provides us with
the structure to think, the virtue to be, and the
wisdom to act. Nothing can properly substitute
for the truth, as alluring as it might be.
In a world of ideology, the Christian heart is one
unreservedly in pursuit of seeing the Kingdom
(Matt 6:33). Every suffering soul, every political
dispute, and every noble idea is contextualized
with an understanding of what it means in light
of creation, the fall, and redemption. The
Christian must weigh the eternal significance of
everything, a task ideologies are far too
shortsighted to do.
The Christian heart seeks to persuade in love. It
is not full of itself or overconfident, but sees
dialogue as a means to communicating truth in
an age where dogmatism hinders constructive
discussion. It is marked by an ability to bear,
hope, and endure all things (1 Cor 13:7). It is
bridge-building. Christ does not call us to divide,
in fact, we are called to avoid “foolish
controversies” and pursue “good works.” (Titus 3:
8,9)
The Christian heart is one mature enough to face
adversity; it does not run from it. The apostle
Paul tells us that “all who desire to live a godly
life in Christ Jesus will be persecuted.” (2 Tim
3:12) As ideology increases in its assertiveness, so
to will it be difficult to live an insular and
protected life. It is necessary to engage, not
because of some political necessity, but because
the integrity of our faith demands it. Christ calls
us to “walk as children of light.” (Ephesians 5:8)
The Christian heart is one of radical humility. It
cannot approach dialogue and civic engagement
with a mindset seeking to aggressively dominate,
as many do. Life is not a power struggle for the
Christian. Instead, Christ calls us to pursue
transformation—first,
for
individual
souls
through the Gospel, and then for our
surrounding environment. While we should be

earnest in these goals, our manner of living must
be “worthy of the calling to which [we] have been
called, with all humility and gentleness.”
(Ephesians 4:1-2) The way we engage the world
matters.
The Christ heart is one of sincere devotion. It
seeks to shape itself in accord with well-ordered
desires, so that every sphere of life will be in
pursuit of “whatever is true, whatever is
honorable, whatever is just, whatever is pure,
whatever
is
lovely,
[and]
whatever
is
commendable.” (Philipians 4:8) This heart seeks
to glorify God (1 Cor 10:31). When approached
with some ideological vision, its first question
will not vindictively be “how can I defeat this?”,
or “who are the people behind these lies?”, but
one that simply asks, “how can I be loyal to
Christ?” It starts with the right questions first
before going any further. The Christian heart
desires devotion above everything else.
When ideology continues to impose divides, sour
discussion, and escalate social fragmentation, our
posture must be different. We cannot afford to
be part of the problem when Christ has given us
such a wonderful gift through the Gospel. Our
hearts must lay claim to this treasure, which is
more precious than any ideological commitment
or end. In doing so, all our efforts to love the
good and pursue justice will fall into place. It will
only be a matter of time.
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"Though here at journey's end I lie
in darkness buried deep,
beyond all towers strong and high,
beyond all mountains steep,
above all shadows rides the Sun
and Stars for ever dwell:
I will not say the Day is done,
nor bid the Stars farewell”
J.R.R. Tolkien, The Return of the King
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FROM DARKNESS
INTO LIGHT: A
NARRATIVE
BY DR. ELAINE PHILLIPS

Revisiting this story is a tribute to my Dad—of
blessed memory. My father loved to tell stories
and, even more, by virtue of the madcap things he
often did, he was a prominent character in many
family tales. This narrative is no exception.
Backstory first: I grew up in northern Minnesota.
When I was three years old, my parents, who were
both teachers, bought a small island just north of
the Minnesota/Canada border. My father had
grown up in the boundary waters region; it was his
home and became our anchor as well. Over the
years, my father’s chief relaxation consisted of
construction projects on the island. Among other
things, he was making the main cabin livable for
the winter as well as summer because they wanted
to spend a year of their retirement there.
Our island is in a relatively isolated arm of a larger
lake, accessible only by boat in summer and by
small plane or miles of hiking across the frozen
lake in winter. Getting to the nearest town in
summer takes over an hour. In the winter, the
flight out is about 15 minutes, but walking straight
across the ice to the nearest road that has
consistent traffic takes about three hours of steady

trekking. A more sheltered route is about ten miles
and takes considerably longer. Hiking in and out
can be challenging if the northwest wind is fierce
and temperatures significantly below zero. Just for
the record, my parents noted the temperature in
January sliding to minus 52 Fahrenheit early one
morning.
In 1981, long before cell phones, the sole
connection with the outside world for those of us
who were on the islands or deep in the woods was
via the local radio station that broadcast phoned-in
messages three times daily. Our lives were ordered
according to the scheduled message broadcasts—
5:55 am, shortly after noon, and approximately
6:05 pm.
Because my parents had planned to spend much
of the forthcoming winter at the cabin, because of
its isolation, and because they were at that time in
their 60's, they thought it might be wise to be able
to have a way to call out if necessary. Thus, my
father was planning to set up one of the clever bits
of new technology, a CB radio for two-way
communication. Installation was scheduled for our
post-Christmas vacation in 1981. One more note:
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whenever we spent the Christmas holiday there,
the only other person we would occasionally see
was Tom. He lived year-round in a small cabin
about two miles away from us.
As I describe my father for you, please realize
that I do so lovingly. Depending on your
perspective, he either had a strong will or was
excruciatingly stubborn; he was very creative in
figuring out how to make things work his way.
He was also, oddly enough, both a worrier and a
huge risk-taker. Dad had an uncanny way of
being rather unpredictable which was often
unnerving.
In December that year, four of us (my parents,
my husband, Perry, and I) flew to the island
several days after Christmas with everything we
needed for the week crammed into a small plane.
Because of the general confusion, it was not until
the next day that we discovered that the CB unit
itself had gotten left in the car at the “airport”—a
plowed path on the frozen river just outside
town. My father, being determined to
accomplish his goal, decided that he would
return to town and fetch it. The question was
how. He concocted a plan to go over to Tom’s—
who, you will recall, lived several miles away
across the ice—and talk him into going to town
on the day of New Year’s Eve on his snow
machine. My father would ride in with him,
collect the CB from the car at the airport, and
then hitch a ride to where he could walk via the
sheltered route to the boat landing, down the
inlet, and across the last stretch of lake. He
figured that Tom would be staying in town to
celebrate the New Year. You will recall the
approximate distance of ten miles and my
father’s age. The rest of us were dubious, but
years of living through innumerable harrowing
adventures made us aware that he would not be
dissuaded. Just after noon on December 31st, he
and Tom set off.
December in northwestern Ontario means
darkness begins to settle in shortly after 4:00 pm.
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Calculating all the various stages of his journey,
we figured he would be back by about 6:00. As
dusk fell, however, it began to snow rather
heavily. It hadn’t occurred to us to listen to the
weather forecast, although it likely would not
have made much difference.
Shortly after 6:00, we listened to the evening
message period on the radio, heard nothing, ate a
quiet dinner, and waited. Finally, at about 8:00, I
persuaded Perry that we ought to go out looking
for him which, of course, was not a particularly
sensible suggestion. I have, however, a most
active imagination and by that time, I was
convinced some crisis had occurred. So, packing
blankets, rope, food, and a hatchet onto the
toboggan, we set out from the island, heading in
the direction Dad told us he would take back. I
was carrying a flashlight but, with the whiteness
of the snow even in the storm, we did not need to
turn it on.
A short distance off the island, we realized that
we had forgotten something, and Perry turned
around and went back for it. I kept on going.
Suddenly, coming from the direction of the
absolute wilderness to the northeast (in other
words the entirely wrong direction), I saw a light,
moving rather quickly across the ice. My first
thought was “what on earth is he doing over
there?” Immediately, however, I heard the
accompanying motor noise and realized it was
probably not Dad. Nevertheless, I was puzzled as
to who it might be in this blizzard. Tom was the
only likely person, and he had gone into town. It
was heading toward Tom’s place and was far
enough away that the driver couldn’t notice me
in the darkness. It passed to my left and kept
going—and so did I. Perry caught up, and we
continued to trudge across the snow-covered ice.
Some twenty minutes later, the light reappeared,
coming back toward us. We hesitated a moment
and then decided to signal with our light. Perhaps
it was someone lost, although we couldn’t
imagine anyone in their right mind out in this
weather.
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The machine abruptly swung over toward us,
cruised into the path of our light, and I looked at
what seemed to be one of the most frightening
faces I have ever seen close-up. No doubt my
perceptions were shaped by the darkness and my
own fears. Nevertheless, in this face were caverns
for cheeks, deep set eyes that I could not even
see in the darkness, long straggly hair, all topped
by a very dirty cap. All I could think of was Mom
alone back in the cabin and this character on the
loose! Above the roar of the engine, we explained
what we were doing and to our surprise, he
offered to drive down the inlet looking for Dad,
which he did.
Sometime later, he returned, having found
nothing. As we were trying to decide what to do
next, we exchanged names. He told us he was
Wild Running Horse; we later came to call him
Bill. He said he lived in the trapper’s cabin across
the portage and on the other side of the next
lake. We had never walked that far; it was quite a
trek we found later and even more in the middle
of nowhere than we were.

We invited him to come back to the cabin for a
cup of coffee. He agreed, all three of us packed
on to his machine, and we made short order of
the distance back to the island. As we sat around
the wood stove, he regaled us with story after
story of life in the woods, encountering bears,
trapping, running across ice floes in the spring,
and reflections on his native heritage. He left at
midnight, promising to come back the next day
for New Year’s Day dinner and disappeared into
the night of the New Year. He said later that he
struggled with whether to come back. We were
white people and, as we would learn later, white
people were associated with severe pain in his
life.
My mother, who had survived decades of my
father’s escapades, correctly assumed that
everything would turn out all right. When the
radio messages were read at 5:55 am, we heard: “I
am at Cousin Ethel’s and will come out in the

.
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morning.” Now, don’t think for a moment that
Dad had gotten to Cousin Ethel’s as part of a wise
change of plans upon viewing the bad weather.
Not a chance. He really did determine to get back
to our island that night and tried to do so. The
route he chose, however, was quite the opposite
of what he said he would do. He hitched a ride to
a place called Reef Point and set out across a wide
expanse of frozen lake in the blizzard. Even
though he had traveled that route countless times
by boat in the summers, through all kinds of
weather and at night, this time in the whirling
snow, he veered to his right. By the time he
realized that he had gone astray, he was
hopelessly lost. He neared a completely unknown
shoreline, dotted with summer cottages, all
locked for the winter—except for one that was
open, empty, dark, but the phone was working.
He called the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP).
You will remember it was New Year’s Eve, and
they had someone on the line who couldn’t tell
them where he was! Nevertheless, they tracked
down the right house, no doubt intending to
arrest him for breaking in and entering the
property. Turned out, however, the chief officer
was someone he had grown up with 50 years ago.
Thus, they took him to his cousin’s place, and
there he spent the night.
Early the next morning, New Year’s Day, Dad
went back to the airport, got the car, and drove
around to the landing, even though that would
eventually complicate our leaving plans. After a
long hike across the lake, he arrived just before
noon. Bill came shortly thereafter, and dinner
was complete with swapping stories, filling in
details, and getting to know Bill. He said he had
worked as a fishing and hunting guide for tourists
and, from what he said, some of his groups had
included followers of Christ. He had a daughter
who had recently become a believer, and he was
sorting through things he had heard from her.
He spoke longingly of wanting to leave this life
and “come back as a star”; I remembered that
line. He came back every day, and there was a
compelling eagerness about him to talk about
matters of the heart and spirit. After Perry and I
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left, my parents stayed there for January and
February, and he continued to come frequently.
They often visited his trapper’s cabin, sampling
beaver, learning about his trapping operation,
and discovering more of his heritage.
At this point, dear reader, I will switch lenses
temporarily and report what Bill has entrusted to
us as part of his side of the story up to this point.
The matter of trust is significant here; it took us a
very long time to be blessed with that. There is
no way we could have earned it. He had the
courage to allow us—slowly—into his own past,
but we only learned these details much later.
Bill’s story goes way back because he, along with
so many other Anishanabe and native children in
Canada, was forced into the notorious residential
school system when he was a child. His father
had been raised in traditional ways; his mother
was Catholic, but all the kids were removed from
the home to “civilize” them. They were not
allowed to go home even though home for some
of them was visible from the school. The kinds of
things that were done to him and the other
children in the name of the Church are
horrifying; they scarred him terribly. They also
made him extremely wary of and bitter at white
people. He describes himself as violent,
incapable of expressing emotions, and angry at
the God of the Church.
By the time of our encounter on the frozen lake
that New Year’s Eve, his life had become a mess
and he knew it. He had been running from the
law, hiding out in his trapper’s cabin. He was
desperate to change something but did not know
what or how. Woven into the fabric of this
narrative was an inexplicable desire to have God
show him answers, even though God continued
to be a stranger to him. He said that he longed to
go to “the place where Jesus lived” but could not,
so he asked God to send him someone—anyone.
(Recently, he said that when he asked God to
send someone to him, he understood our
appearing on the ice that night as God’s answer,
and he was not happy. We were white people.
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How could God send a white woman, in fact, a
crazy white woman? That was me—out on the ice
in a blizzard.)
He describes his life as having been full of deep
and horrible darkness, laced with addictions to
alcohol and drugs, abuse, depression, and
thoughts of suicide. At one point about half a
year before we met him, he had asked one of the
elders of the band what to do and was told, “go to
the bush” (the wilderness of lakes and forests) and
find your spirit again. He was skeptical, having
spent all his life in the bush, but decided to give it
a try for four or five days. He headed back to the
trapper’s cabin in August and was there until
December when he went home (keeping under
cover) briefly. Before he left for the bush again,
his daughter gave him a radio tuned to the local
Christian radio station. At first, he refused to turn
it on, but then did so. Every time he flicked the
“On” switch, a voice said: “suicide is not the way,”
“suicide is not the way.” Even so, his attempts to
seek God seemed hopeless; he felt the increasing
weight of darkness.
In the meantime, back to the two middle-aged
folks (my parents) on the island for that year.
Sometime in mid-February, the roar of two snow
machines shattered the frozen winter silence; the
OPP were on board. They asked the way to the
trapper’s cabin. Not thinking much of it, my
parents told them, they disappeared, and so did
Bill. He did not come the next day, or any day
thereafter. Their treks across the portage brought
them to a closed cabin; there was no further
contact. Toward the end of March when the snow
gets heavy and the slush on the ice is more
treacherous, my folks returned to town for
several weeks. Shortly after arriving, they
received a phone call. It was Bill, asking to meet
up with them at a local Christian coffee house.
What he told them filled in gaps.
The OPP had taken him into custody. For the
months prior to Christmas, when he was on the
run, only a few persons (Tom being one of them)
knew his whereabouts. Whatever he had done
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continued to gnaw at him and in those months
before we met him, he was in increasing torment
of spirit, having a deepening sense of wrong but
unable to deal with it. The very night he met us
—New Year’s Eve—in desperation he had
decided to go over to Tom’s cabin because he
needed to talk with someone. As he told it to my
parents, he had determined if Tom was not
there, he was going to return to his trapper’s
cabin and “blow his brains out.” You will recall
that Tom was not there; he had taken my father
into town. Bill’s snowmobile light went past me
to Tom’s, and then he returned, and something,
or Someone, made us turn our light on in that
darkness to signal him.
At this point, permit me just a few observations
regarding this thing we often so glibly refer to as
the sovereignty of God. Fascinating that this was
the year my parents planned to stay on the island
for the winter. Humbling how our frail
forgetfulness regarding the CB unit, Dad’s willful
and perhaps not-too-wise decisions, and my
over-worked and nervous imagination had us
out on the ice that night. What perfect timing for
a snowstorm! In shining our light at that
moment, we unknowingly drew a criminal into
its light and God drew a saint to Himself and to
the Eternal Light of Life.
The story has not ended. Each time we see Bill,
he
invariably
returns
to
his
utterly
transformative experience, because it is as alive
for him as it was that night almost 40 years ago.
He served his time in a maximum-security
prison, but on his release, he had countless
opportunities—in schools, in band meetings, in
his extended family—to tell his story. Everyone
in town and the surrounding area knew who
Wild Running Horse had been, and no one could
deny the radical change in his life.
In the Gospel of John we read, “The Light shines
in the darkness and the darkness has not
overcome it…” Bill’s life had been dark; all our
lives are so until the Light of Christ shines into
that darkness. St. Paul says: “For God made His
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light to shine in our hearts to give us the light of
the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of
Christ. But we have this treasure in jars of clay to
show that this all-surpassing power is from God
and not from us.”
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Getting up, getting dressed, and down I go.
Breakfast is one egg, some toast, and an apple to
go.
Nothing compares to my drink of the morn,
A good cup of tea that no one can scorn.
It warms my heart as the drink goes down,
That I’ll say is where joy is found.
When breakfast is done, then I’ll take flight,
Off to the gardens, where my heart delights.
With bag in tow, I’ll draw and marvel,
At the peace radiating which is so novel.
A piece of Eden, as was meant to be,
God and man working in tranquility.
When lunch comes around, I run off once more
To go grab some sushi, to end the morn.
Buttery salmon, with salt, sweet and spice,
Flavors abounding that are more than just fine.
As afternoon comes, then I will slow down.
The morning buzz is all but gone.
Then, with a smile and some tea.
Off to a book for some time, I’ll be.

JOYS OF THE DAY
ART AND POEM BY SOPHIA JESSON

I plant my feet from joy to joy, walking through my
day.
Though it has ups and downs, my heart stays the same.
By the Lord’s grace, in morning I wake,
Covered by blankets’ loving embrace.
Out the cracked window, I lie and hear
Tweeting and chirping from birds far and near.
Joy’s in my heart, joy’s in my head
From dawn’s waking hour till I go to bed.
Up I get, and fold my hands
Praying a prayer for my day to begin.

Dinner! The cry rings out through the house.
Feet clatter and come and none is a mouse.
Food is enjoyed, and laughter rings out.
Family is precious, of them I’m proud.
Dinner is had, and all cleaned up.
Cups put away, and dishes scrubbed.
These people are such a blessing,
They know me and not just in passing.
So, my day ends as it begun,
I’ll fold my hands and pray for what’s given.
I’ll pray to God most High, my King.
I lie down to sleep and my heart sings.
What joys I had throughout my day,
Some big, some small, but all the same –
Each a gift from my Father above,
Each to be cherished and each to be loved.
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